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Prosal is basically a Market Place website 

where user can either post the job or can 

search and apply for the job. This website 

is developed keeping freelancer portal 

upwork.com as an inspiration



Prosal is basically a Market Place website where user can either 

post the prosal/job or can search and apply for the prosal. This 

website is kind of Upwork platform. 





In this website, we have 2 different types of users : 


Issuer - Who's actually looking for a particular service and will 

further post that relevant prosal/job. 


Responder - Who's actually going to provide the services. 

What’s a Prosal?



Project Brief

A Prosal is the modern solution to RFPs. Issuers upload their 

RFP as-is, fill out some helpful information, and we summarize 

the complexity of their RFP into an easy-to-use card called a 

Prosal so that respondents know exactly what they’re looking at 

the very first time they see it.

Simply put, a Prosal is our take on the RFP - a standardized, 

predictable document optimized for readability and responses.



Here’s how it works
A Prosal is the modern solution to RFPs. Issuers upload their RFP as-is, 

fill out some helpful information, and we summarize the complexity of 

their RFP into an easy-to-use card called a Prosal so that respondents 

know exactly what they’re looking at the very first time they see it.

Vetted consultants, called respondents, can create profiles and 

search, filter, save, ask questions and submit responses to their 

preferred Prosals.

Issuers can then use Prosal’s Dashboard tools to filter submitted 

responses, review alongside their teams, and select a winner. They can 

also share feedback with respondents both during the selection process 

and after completing a project.

We strive to create a community of like-minded professionals and instill 

values of collaboration, inclusion and changemaking into how business 

is conducted. Sign up for free to join us!



Project Features


Let your customers order directly from their phone to reduce waiting times. Your staff 

manage it all from their phones.
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Respondents
Respondents can register as free or can buy the premium plan. Respondent find prosal in market place and response on the particular prosal.



Issuer
Issuer post the prosal and then Respondent find their prosal from the marketplace and response on the prosal . Issuers can accept or decline 

respondent proposals.



Forum
From here Issuer and respondent can post and comment on their spaces.



Post Prosal
Post Your Prosal to the marketplace.



Prosal Marketplace
Issuer Posted prosal will be shown here and from here respondent can select the prosal for response.



Prosal Detail
Prosal details form here respondent can see the prosal details



Response to Prosal
From this form the respondent can respond for the Issuer prosal .



Blog
Your home for insights into the RFP process, guest posts, community discussions, and company updates.



Testimonial
What our community is saying about Prosal



Project technology



React js

MongoDB

Laravel
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